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Abstract; The new group constant set ABBN-9O is deve-
loped now. It based on the FOND-2 evaluated neutron
data library processed with the code GRUCON. Some re-
sults of the testing ABBN-90 set in different macro-
scopic experiments are presented.
(ABEN-90, g r x p constant set, FDND-2, evaluated r=ut'or
data, tasting, macroscopic experiments, cede: GF.UCCN)

ENDF/B type libraries no^ ar? the main nuclear data
str-^ges recommended -for practical ?ppl i c at i ens. Therf? is
= ijzh library in the USSR also /I/. But multigroup method
cionopol i st i cal 1 y used in the engineering calculation
•~"--z~tizs as before and thus r.ai rtai nance of the group
constant set by no means lost its importance with developing
zi £-. aluated nuclear data libraries.

Group const £ir.t =3t r.B'BN /I!, 3/ widely used in the USSR
-~r the different r»j:t3r- and shielding calculation:; 3rd --r
c^rr applications ccrrectad with th? neutron and phctcr
Fields calculations. A new versii", of this group constant
zst PPBN-90 with mere wide cess: tr-i 1 ities is developed now.
"•••JLit̂ -n data in this set were calculated on the basis s*
FCrz-2 library /I/ with the code GRUCON /4/. Thus data tcr
?! -i'-t all stable materials, -for all important actinid: sr.-*
xisiH:icr. products were included in this constant set.

The main group structure conserves as previous - tK?
sams 2S groups from (-l)-st to 26-th (thermal) /2/. But -for
th= i.-portant reactor materials the data -for several -fine
groups are given in groups with strong energy dependence o-f
cross sections. The number o-f such -fine groups may be as
much as 12. The -fine group divisions are sufficient for
c"--?2cription with acceptable accuracy of the smooth cross
s-irctions in the fast neutron region ( in the case of
hidrcgen for example), for description of cross section
behavior in the vicinity of strong s-resonances as such
materials as sodium, iron, uranium-239 etc, and for
description of thermalisation phenomena. Unresolved
r==onan:e structure is described with the help of Bondarenlo
factors as well as by subgroup approximation. In the last
case subgroup parameters are constructed by such a manner
that only subgroup cross sections are temperature dependent.
Because subgroup parts are temperature independent the ABBN-
90 constant set may be used for all calculations when
temperature gradient must be taken into account.
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A special te::t -format is developed -for computer
representation o-f ABBN constants. It is maximally convenient
for visually data control (data presented in the headed
columns in the -fixed point -form etc). The edition o-f the
data by users is very easy.

The ABBN-90 constant set includes the data of the next
types:
- main neutron constants ( total, capture, -fission, elastic

and inelastic scattering cross sections, u ,J4 , J ) »
- inelastic scattering intergroup transfer matrices

(probabilities and average cosines);
- elastic scattering intergroup transfer matrices (to 5-th

angular momentum including);
- resonance selfshielding factors;
- its Doppler increments;
- subgroup rssonarse structure parameters!
- neutron reaction cress sections;
- KERMA- factors;
- delayed neutron data;
- neutron reaction photon production data (15 photon

groups)j
- photon interaction data!
- -fission products yelds;
- i=cay data for radionuc1ides produced in the neutron

re.= ct i ens;
- radioactive decay photon spectra<15 groups and 4

strongest discret lines).
CciTputer code CONSYST processed the ABBN-90 constants

to the forms needed for calculational codes.
Testing of ABBN-90 constants on the banchmarl

u.acrcscopi c experiments stored in the INDEKS library /5/ is
f'jl f I 1 1 ed now.

The first group of such experiments is the criticality
d?ta for uranium and plutonium fueled critical assemblies
wsith different hardness of neutron spectra.

As must be waited differencies between experimental and
calculational data to be found greater that in the case wh^n
previous constant set version ABBN-7B (adjusted to the best
agreement with these experiments) was used (see Table 1). In
the case ABBN-90 it was decided the adjustment would be
fulfilled not on the level of the group constants but en the
level of evaluated data files. This work is only began now.
So it was investigated for example the dependence of k—*
calculational inaccuracy from the blanket thickness of hard
uranium and plutonium fueled critical assemblies when
different version of evaluated data was used (Fig.l). It was
found that using of ENDF/B-6 = 3 SU data allowed to discribe
the criticalities with better accuracy than it is doing
with using ABBN-73 or ABBN-90 constant sets. Further, the
analysis cf descreapancies between many threshold reaction
cross section ratios measured in the centra of the hard
critical assemblies cores had show that these descreapancies
may be essentially reduced if fission neutron spectrum would
be adopted more hard than in ABBN-90. In particularly this



analysis give arguments in -favour of the neutron spectrum
induced by the = 3 aU thermal neutron -fissions adopted in
ENDF/B-5. The average energy o-f this spectrum as high as
2.03 MeV is con-firmed apparently only in one experiment /6/.
Fission spectrum with average energy 1.98 Mev is adopted now
in ABBN-90. This value is followed from averaging of the
data of many authors .

The conclusion that E is greater than 2 MeV is confirmed
and by the data of the second group of experiments
considered by us: measurements of different reaction cross
sections in fission neutron spectra.

The third group of experiments attracted to ABBN-90
constant set testing are the experiment on the critical
assamblies with the insertions with ktefel. Data of SCHERZO-
"z.Zb /7/ and ether similar experiments in particularly with
-~.. feeding by the fissions of ss:sisU or =3'PU allow to t=?st
'.-•̂  =3<9l! capture and inelastic scattering cross sections.
=1revious conclusion /8/ about necessity of reducing o-f =3=u
€^o in hundreds keV region relatively data of /S,9/ is
conserved till now and was confirmed experimentally /10,ll/.
Th= conclusion about necessity of reducing c-f a3O(J ^ = /?'
also -find the confirmation in the experiments /12/. In the
(tore later experiments was founded more 1 :*ver values of ="5(9u
cs.pture cross sections /13/ which was indirectly confirred
by ths simultaneously evaluation of the capture, elastic and
inelastic scattering cross sections and of the flat and
capture self-indicatien transmission data /14/. The authors
of ref..'15/ cane to the similar conclusions despite of deep
transmission data were not attracted tc analysis.

Measured transmission curves, the fourth group c+
experiments, allow to essentially increase the availability
of resonance self-shielding factor calculations on the Basis
cf the evaluated neutron data files.

The data for structure materials had tested on the
basis of the COBRA facility experiments /16/. Descreapanci es
between calculations and measurement of k* and reactivity
ratios in the media with Cr, Fe and Ni with k^i& 1 shewed on
Fig.2.

It is easy to see that iron constants calculated on the
basis of libraries FOND-2 and ENDF/B-6 lead to the
practically coincident results, ENDF/B-6 based nickel
constants are better than those based on FOND-2 (but only if
failed low energy **Ni resonance parameters are introduced
in the ENDF/B-6 data). In the case of chromium the FOND-2
data are preferable. Let us pointed out that the data on
fission neutron removal cross sections (under the = 3 OU
fission threshold) for iron,nickel and chromium calculated
from FOND-2 and ENDF/B-6 data are in the agreement with each
other and with the results of fifth group of experiments -
measurements of fission neutron spherical transmission /16/.

The sixth group of experiments attracted tc AEBN-90
data testing were transmutation experiments fulfilled on the
BN-350 and BN-600 reactors. Some data from this very
extensive experiments are listed in the Table 2 in



Table 1.

The ratios C/E using ABBN-78 and ABBN-90

aSSeluDlB

SCHERZO-5.56

BIG-TEN

ZPR-3-12

ZPR-0-6A

ZPR-3-48

ZPR-3-53

ZPR-6-7

ZPPR-2

k

78

-1.5

-0.2

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-0.6

-0.3

-0.2

M)

90

-0.4

0.6

1 .0

1 .7

-0.8

-1.0

-1 .4

-1 .5

f8/

78

2.2

-1.1

-0.2

-8.6

-3.4

5.1

-8.5

2.0

'f5

90

2.0

-1 .3

0.0

-6.4

0.2

11 .1

-4.9

6.2

f9/f5

78

2.4

0.0

0.0
-

0.1

-10.5

-4.3

-1.8

90

0.4

-1 .9

-1.8
-

-0.5

-7.7

-5.2

-2.9

c8/

78

1 .3

0.0

-0.1
-

-2.9
-

1 .4
—

f5

90

0.5

-1.5

-0.8
-

-1 .8
-

3.4
-

Table 2.

The ratios C/E for BN-350 reactor using ABBN-78 and ABBN-90

C8/f5

f8/f5

f9/f5

o5

a9

core 1

1 .00

1 .01

1.01

0.99

0.98

ABBN-78

core 2

1.01

0.98

1.00

1.09
—

core PU

0.99

0.97

0.99
-

0.99

core 1

1 .00

1 .04

0.99

0.94

1.09

ABBN-90

core 2

1 .01

1 .01

0.98

1.04
-

core PU

1 .00

1 .01

0.98
-

1 .05



1.02

1.01 -

1.00

0.88

1.00

0.89

10 16 BO
R of reflector (em)

10 19
R of reflector (cm)

Fif.l. The C/g of k-eff T*1UM for
spherical metallic •fttemi

.Z. Tb« C/B at

11 13
smtraas put bthnr 10
rmluet for COBRA experiment!



corparison with calculated data. Let us point cut that
ENDF/B-6 based constants were used only -for reaction rats
calculations by the averaging over the spectra calculated by
ABBN-90 constants.

AB3N-90 constant set was used also -for cal cul ati onal
analysis o-F critical experiments with the tight uranium-
water and uranium-plutonium-water latticies. Fully

essful results were received.
The testing o-f ABBN-90 constant set is continued.
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